Newsletter August 2018 – Winter

OSHC Today:
The Otago Scottish Heritage Council is an umbrella organisation involved with
Scottish culture and heritage in the Otago region.
The following clans and groups are currently members:
Scottish Society Dunedin
Taieri Scottish Society
Clan MacNicol
Clan Mackenzie
Clan McLeod
Clan Donald
Clan Murray
Otago Gaelic Club
Caledonian Society
Burns Club
Clan Gunn
Burns Scottish Country Dancing Club
Ceilidh Scottish Dance Club
City of Dunedin Pipe band
Clan Elliott
Clan Johnstone
Clan Mclean Otago
Dunedin- Edinburgh Sister City Society
Pipes and Drums of Dunedin
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Piping and Dancing of Dunedin
Royal Scottish Country Dance Society
Scottish Scarves
Sister Cities Tartan Ties
Southern Heritage Trust
Combined Clan Society Group Otago
The University of Otago Irish and Scottish Centre
All members of the OSHC are encouraged to invite any groups interested in
Scottish culture or heritage to the monthly meetings held on the first Tuesday of
the month, except for January and July, at the Athenaeum Library in the
Octagon at 7.00pm. All are welcome.
An organisation or an individual can be a committee member. We have an
exciting few months ahead of us. We need your support.
For those who have not yet paid, please do so. The bank account details are
below. Please use clan, society, or an individual name as reference.
The $30 Membership can be paid directly to : 03-0903-0230317-00
or to G R Duthie, 160 Old Brighton Rd, RD1, Dunedin 9076.

Guest Speakers

Guest Speaker for April:
Mackenzie Clan senior commissioner, Ian
Mackenzie, introduced guest speaker
Sharie Argue, the head of Clan
Mackenzie in Canada. Mrs Argue and her
husband were on a holiday trip to New
Zealand but were meeting up with clan
members while in the country.
She spoke of her love of genealogy which started at pre-school when she was
told of her ancestors arriving from Cromarty, the Black Isles. Her connections
stretch back to Sir Alex Mackenzie. Mrs Argue has 59,000 people registered in
a personal data base and shares connections around the world. She continually
receives calls asking for help in determining lines of relatives. She tries to help
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where she can. This is her last year at the top, but she will continue on with her
work. She is “happy” to turn over the reins to her vice-president after what has
turned out to be a full-time job.

Clan
Mackenzie
of Canada

Guest Speaker for May:
Professor Liam McIlvanney, Stuart Chair of Scottish
Studies and Co-Director of the Centre for Irish and
Scottish Studies.
Liam McIlvanney is the inaugural Stuart Professor
of Scottish Studies. He holds degrees from the
universities of Glasgow and Oxford and was
previously Senior Lecturer in English at the
University of Aberdeen. His monograph, Burns the
Radical: Poetry and Politics in Late EighteenthCentury Scotland, won the Saltire First Book Award
in 2002. He has published on various aspects of
eighteenth-century Scottish literature, Ulster-Scots poetry, contemporary
Scottish fiction, and Scottish diaspora writing. He is co-editor of Ireland and
Scotland: Culture and Society, 1700-2000(Four Courts, 2005), The Good of the
Novel (Faber, 2011), The Cambridge Companion to Scottish Literature (2012)
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and a special ‘Baxter and Burns’ number of the Journal of New Zealand
Literature (2012). He is currently researching Scottish allusions and affiliations
in the work of the New Zealand poet James K. Baxter. A former General Editor
of the Association for Scottish Literary Studies, he serves on the advisory
boards of Studies in Scottish Literature and the International Journal of Scottish
Literature, and as an international advisor to the Scottish Historical Review
Trust. His reviews have appeared in the Times Literary Supplement and the
London Review of Books. His first novel, All the Colours of the Town, was
published by Faber in 2009. His second, Where the Dead Men Go, appeared in
September 2013 and won the Ngaio Marsh Award for Best NZ Crime Novel in
2014.
Liam and his family moved to Fairley in Scotland at the end of June for six
months where he will write his next novel.
Liam has been instrumental in supporting the organisation of the 150th
anniversary of the Otago University, securing a well-known international
speaker.

Guest Speaker for June:

Professor Tom Brooking has long been interested in
the historical linkages between Scotland and New
Zealand. He is the editor (with Jennie Coleman)
of The Heather and the Fern: Scottish Migration and
New Zealand Settlement (2003) and the author of
Lands for the People? The Highland Clearances and
the Colonisation of New Zealand: A Biography of
John McKenzie (1996). He also contributed essays on
prominent Scots for the Dictionary of New Zealand
Biography including Sir James Wilson, Scobie (MJS), Sir Thomas Mackenzie,
Revd Thomas Burns, and Amie Johnston, and wrote a chapter for R. A. Cage
(ed.), The Scots Abroad (1985). Tom was co-Principal Investigator on a
Marsden-funded project on Scottish migration to New Zealand (2005-2007) and
has recently published on the environmental impact of Scottish and Irish
settlers. He is currently supervising theses on the Scots in New Zealand and has
supervised an MA on Highland migration to Otago and another on Revd Donald
Stuart, prominent Presbyterian minister in nineteenth-century Dunedin.
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Correspondence by “Our Roving reporter” John Stinston
“What the bagpipe mean”
"What! Music in Bagpipes" a Lady said,
''With their dull monotonous drone",
Up spoke a grim hero "They'd raise the dead",
"As many a Soldier has known",
"He was grey and bronzed I remember a day",
"In the year the sepoys rose",
"When a handful we stood at a hill foot at bay",
"Our powder all gone succour leagues far away",
"Hemmed in by our friends of foes",
He drew himself up “Madam one Afternoon'', "We
stepped up to the breach to die",
"And the smoke of their thousands hid the sun",
"And their wild yells rent the sky",
"The plunging of shot the hissing of shell",
"The rattle as cold steel crossed",
"The sharp quick shriek as the wounded fell",
"We knew well we knew all was lost",
"But sudden far distant there rose and died",
"A Bagpipe's scream o'er the din",
Again, "Tis the Highlanders coming" we cried,
"An hour more Boys and we win",
"With the strength of ten thousand and more we stood",
"And the hillside so fair and green",
"Ran red with the rivers of traitor’s blood",
"For the Highlanders came like a roaring flood",
"And that’s what the Bagpipes mean".
AUTHOR UNKNOWN SENT FROM INDIA EARLY 1920s.
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Two significant items from the Otago Scottish Council Meeting of August 7th
1934.
1) St. Andrew’s Society of Otago: The St. Andrew’s Society of Otago wrote
on July 18th applying for affiliation to the Council and stating that
subject to the application being granted, their two delegates would be
Messrs D. Minnock and H.Bell. On the motion of Mr. Currie, seconded by
Mr.
McDonald it was resolved that the application for affiliation be
granted. In reply to the St. Andrews’s Society's inquiry regarding the
sending of deputies, the secretary was instructed to advise that the
Council's constitution contained no provision for these and that it was
not considered necessary to make provision as the meeting time was found
to be convenient for members.
2) SCOTTISH QUEEN CARNIVAL: A letter dated August1st from the
Secretary of the Piping and Dancing Association was submitted inviting
Council
members to attend a combined meeting of the executives of the Scottish
Societies, to be held on August 14th, to consider the future holding of a
Scottish Queen Carnival. Following a lengthy discussion (no surprises
there!) it was agreed that the matter be held over in the meantime.
However the Council would willingly accept any concrete proposal that
might emanate from the meeting to be held on the 14th.

Garden Party Review-November 19th 1932
In order to raise funds to provide the recently formed John McGlashan
College Highland Pipe Band with uniforms a garden fete was held on
Saturday afternoon November 19th under the auspices of the Dunedin Scottish
Societies in the grounds of Mr. P.R. Sargood's residence,
"Marinoto" Newington, which had been thrown open for the occasion. Though
the weather proved less than ideal with a cold breeze blowing during the
afternoon, there was a large gathering and the band fund seems set to
benefit by a considerable sum. Much credit is due to the Scottish Societies for the
manner in which the function was organised with assistance provided by the Old
Collegians Association. The gardens and lawns were in excellent order and won
the admiration of the visitors.
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During the afternoon a pleasing entertainment was presented. The
St. Kilda Band, The Dunedin Highland Pipe Band along with the College Band
all played enjoyable selections during the afternoon, and a party of Boy
Scouts who had previously rendered valuable assistance in preparing the
grounds, gave a demonstration of Scout work. Mr. J.Crossley Clitheroe's
Madrigal Singers appeared in a bracket of enjoyable numbers and a number
of national dances were also provided. Afternoon tea was provided on the
lawn where there were also several stalls containing a variety of useful
articles which met with a ready sale.

Scottish Concert August 20th 1931: A Varied Entertainment
The many lovers of Scottish music in Dunedin were well catered for at
the concert given last evening in the Town Hall in aid of a fund to
provide John McGlashan College with a Highland Pipe Band. The
entertainment was arranged by the Council of Dunedin Scottish Societies and the
programme contained a great variety of items though the performers
restricted themselves to Scottish music practically throughout. There
was a large attendance and the concert proved a financial success, the
fund receiving a substantial donation as a result of the effort.
During the programme Mr T.C.Ross, Chairman of the John McGlashan College
Board of Governors, briefly addressed the audience thanking the performers for
their efforts and the public for the support accorded the entertainment.
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Caledonian Pipe Band
of Southland 1898

Clan MacNicol

By Lyn Nicholson

History of Clan MacNicol. The district of
Trotternish on the northeast of the Isle of Skye
has been home to the MacNicols and
Nicolsons for many hundreds of years. The
origins of the clan appear to have been Celtic
and Scandinavian prior to 1300 when John
(Iain mak Nakyl) appears as the son of Nicolname-father of the clan in the “MS 1467”
Gaelic manuscript. It is thought that the
MacNicols originally owned much of the Isle
of Lewis, but that these lands, and much of the
Clan’s prestige, passed, through the marriage of a MacNicol heiress, to the
MacLeods of Lewis. This is also confirmed in the pedigree of the MacLeods of
Lewis, with whom the history of the Nicolsons is connected through marriage
of an heiress to an ancestor of the MacLeod’s. Trotternish has been home to the
MacNicols or Nicolson’s for many hundreds of years. The river Snizort forms
the western boundary of Trotternish and there, by Skeabost Bridge, on a small
island known as St Columba’s Island, can be found the ruins of a medieval
church, which once served as the Cathedral of the Isles. According to tradition,
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twenty-eight chiefs of the MacNicols or Nicolson’s lie buried in holy ground on
St Columba’s Island. A detached Chapel by the medieval church is known as
“Nicolson’s Aisle”. The chiefs were long known as Nicolson of Scorrybreac,
taking their territorial designation from their land near Portree on the Isle of
Skye. In the 1770s following hard times in the highlands and abetted by
clearances, many emigrated or were forced from their lands. In the 1800s this
tempo of emigration increased as many fell on hard times, or sought better.
Some went to Canada and the New World, some to Australia. The Chief’s sons
all left Skye and the eldest, Norman, moved first to New Brunswick, then to
Tasmania, where the youngest, John also settled. John became Chief in 1841.
From this connection, the present 22nd Chief of the Clan, John MacNeacail of
MacNeacail and Scorrybreac, resides in Australia.
Clan MacNicol Lands: In 1987 part of the ancient lands of Scorrybreac at Ben
Chracaig were purchased by members of Clan MacNicol from around the
world. It spans 130 acres of hillside and clifftops adjacent to Loch Portree and
the town of Portree. The land is kept entirely for conservation. Footpaths have
been constructed and seats for visitors have been erected. The New Zealand
Clan has provided the funds for one of these seats.
Septs of the Clan The surname Nicolson derives from the Christian name
Nicholas. In Scotland, Nicholas gives rise to Nicolson or Nicholson, MacNicol,
Macnicol, McNicol, McNicholl, Nicol or Nicols, Nicoll or Nicolls and other
variants in English. History shows that the name does not only show up in Skye.
There are MacNicols (MacNeacail) in Argyll and Angus; Nicolsons in Lewis;
Nicolsons in Shetland and Caithness; Nicolls in Angus; and Nicols in
Kincardine.
Clan Tartans Modern Hunting, Ancient Hunting, Weathered Hunting, Modern
Red (Dress) Ancient Red, Weathered Red. The Clan motto ‘Scorrybreac’ is also
the Clan War Cry. The exact translation into English would be ‘Speckled Rocky
Upland’. Other mottos are taken from various Gaelic translations such as
‘Generositate non Ferositate’ which in the proverb about the clan is exactly
translated as ‘The MacNicols/Nicolsons are not revengeful’. The motto under
the clan shield is translated ‘Remember but Look Ahead’.
Clan MacNicol New Zealand was formed in 1986 by the late Mr Jack
Nicholson and his wife Eileen. Although there is a small membership in New
Zealand, we are part of a very active worldwide clan. An International
Gathering is held every two years with the Gathering being held on the Isle of
Skye every fourth year. The International Gathering was held in Dunedin in
2006 with Clan members from the UK, Canada, USA, and all parts of Australia
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attending. Our members have regularly attended these Gatherings, latterly held
in Skye, Vancouver, Tasmania, and Florida. Locally our branch meets for social
events four times a year and is active in other Scottish events. Members attend
and promote our Clan at South Island Highland Games and local events.
Contact for more information about joining Clan MacNicol – Lyn and Bruce
Nicholson. Phone
03 454 5510
email
lynanicholson@g
mail.com

Combined Clans Societies group of Otago “Meet & Greet” afternoon

Written By Dene Mackenzie
Top Level discussions….Among those
attending the combined Clans Societies
Group of Otago were (from left)
Caledonian Society president, Morgan
Hewland, Dunedin-Edinburgh Sister City
Society chairman, Bruce Nicholson and
Combined Clans chairman, Todd Wall.
To ensure Dunedin's Scottish heritage remains, moves are under way in
Dunedin to strengthen the city's Scottish influences and encourage residents to
engage with each other through business or community links. The clans want to
ensure Edinburgh retains its importance as a sister city.
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The Combined Clans and Societies Group Otago held a meet and greet
afternoon on Sunday in Green Island at which more than 40 people came
together to discuss ways of bringing back Scottish influences to the city. Many
attending felt the Scottish links had been downgraded as links with Shanghai
had been expanded. Combined Cans chairman, Todd Wall, said the reason for
the gathering was obvious. “We are all here to get to know each other through
our businesses, Scottish organisations and Clans. The gathering is about how we
will engage with each other to learn how to strengthen our position within the
community”. The participants formed into small discussion groups to talk about
what each person or organisation could do to fulfil the aim of strengthening the
ties. Among those attending were Dunedin City councillor, Christine Garey,
who stressed how important the Dunedin Edinburgh links were to the city.
Others attending included Toitu Otago Settlers Museum curator, Sean
Brosnahan, Otago Scottish Heritage Council chairman, Royden Somerville, and
Liam McIlvanney, the Stuart Professor of Scottish Studies at the University of
Otago. Chairman of the Dunedin-Edinburgh Sister City Society, Bruce
Nicholson, hoped the gathering would improve the people-to-people network of
Scottish groups and organisations. “If we can build a support network, people
will be more aware of what is available in the city. Currently, we don't know
how to connect people with people. This will give us a chance to work that out.''
The Otaru sister city link was about education, Shanghai was business, leaving
Edinburgh as the heritage and cultural link. “We are trying to rebuild the
connections we lost. Basically, we have started from scratch”. The Combined
Clans has representatives from Clans Gunn, MacLeod, Mackenzie, MacNicol
and Donald. Mr Nicholson said there were other clan representatives in the city
without support and the Combined Clans could provide some of the support. An
attendee from South Canterbury was trying to reform the Clan Campbell
organisation. It was possible representatives from Otago could hold a function
in Waimate to lift the profile of Clan Campbell. A working group will meet next
week to discuss the findings and suggestions from Sunday's successful
gathering. A report will be released to those attending.

Events & Notices

Events:
2nd August 2018 11am – 12 pm at Marama Hall
at the University of Otago, the Rt Hon David
Mundell MP, the UK Secretary of State for
Scotland, will be speaking about the strong
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people-to-people relationships between Scotland and New Zealand, including
cultural and education links.
19th August 2018 – Pot luck Luncheon at Jim and Colleen Tall’s home in Flag
Swamp Road just past the school. Jim and Colleen have turned their home into
a wonderful treasure trove of old cars and motorbikes etc. They have kindly
agreed to let us visit. Cost is $5.00. All enquires to Todd and Sheila Wall ph: 03
4811105.
31st August 2018 - Movie night at the Metro Cinema in Moray Place.
Complimentary yummy goodie bags, nibbles, wine or juice available. Raffles
available. Title and time of movie to be confirmed. Be in quick as limited seats
(50) at $20 each. Tickets will go in the draw for a lucky seat prize.
Events for Sept – October will be updated on the OSHC website.
Notices:

Otago Gaelic Club: In order to be true to our vision, that the Gaelic
language is the ground of Gaelic culture, we have changed the night of the
Ceilidh from Saturday to Wednesday 7-8 pm. By doing this we hope that the
cultural breadth of the Club joins in with the life and energy of the Gaelic
learners, and vice versa.
The Otago Gaelic Club needs nowadays to be built round the learning of the
Gaelic language, unlike its predecessor, the Gaelic Society, which was founded
in 1881 with all native Gaelic speakers.
To join the email list for the Ceilidh of the Otago Gaelic club please contact
Alison Thornton alisongthornton@gmail.com Please note that there is some
variation as to when the Ceilidh falls, on the 4th or 5th Wednesday of the
month. Everybody welcome.
Caledonian Society At the recent Caledonian Society AGM, President Dr
Morgan Hewland was re-elected, as was Secretary Netty Lastovicka. Malcolm
Hammond was elected Treasurer. The incumbent directors were all re-elected.
Historical OSHC meeting minute books have been entrusted to the Hocken
Library so the history will be preserved. They will be at the next meeting for
viewing before they head to their new resting place.
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Scottish Country Dancing:

If you are looking for fun with a great bunch of people, and fancy learning the
art of Scottish Country Dancing? Then this is for you!
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Rt Hon David Mundell

2nd August 2018 11am – 12 pm at Marama Hall at the University of
Otago, the Rt Hon David Mundell MP, the UK Secretary of State for
Scotland will be speaking about the strong people-to-people
relationships between
Scotland and New
Zealand, including
cultural and education
links.

He will also discuss
the significant
opportunities to
increase Scottish and
UK trade with New
Zealand that are
affordable as the UK
makes preparations
for its departure from
the European Union.
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Awards & Grants

Caledonian Society
President Morgan Hewland presented a $500.00
Educational Grant to the City of Dunedin Pipe Band at the
Meet & Greet afternoon of the Combined Clans Group of
Otago hosted on Sunday the 22nd of April. The grant was accepted by Anne Cooper,
secretary of the City of Dunedin Pipe Band, as sponsorship for workshops to be held for
young pipers and drummers. Workshops to offer people all the skills handed down.

Simon Vare “Trip to Scotland”

The Otago Scottish Heritage Council has granted $400.00 NZD to Simon
Vare to attend an event hosted by
Creative Scotland.
A trip to the ancient and modern capital
cities of Scotland, taking in some of the
best tourist sites, the Edinburgh
Festivals and the beauty of ancient
Perthshire, plus a chance to see
performances from some of Scotland’s
best artists.
The Visit is a unique event bringing
together the Australian, New Zealand,
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East and Southeast Asian music industry over four days between the 12th and
15th of August 2018 in Scotland.
Held successfully for the first time in 2014 The Visit forms part of the work
undertaken by Showcase Scotland Expo which is supported by Creative
Scotland and is designed to build links between the key music nations with a
view to securing more performance opportunities for Scottish artists. We also
aim to generate business for music promoters, festivals, agents, venues, record
labels and publishers from our nation.
The Visit begins on Sunday the 12th of August at the Royal George Hotel in
Perth with registration, where you will receive your passes and welcome packs.
A civic reception and Sunday lunch will follow in Perth Concert Hall, where
you will meet with around 25 of the Scottish music industry. This event is
designed for you to meet with some artists, venues, agents, festivals, managers
and labels as well as some of our funding organisations.
In the evening you will experience the first of our showcase concerts in the
wonderful Perth Theatre. At the concert you will see 3 of 21 Scottish based
artists that will showcase over the course of the event. At all the concerts in
Perth, each artist will perform a 30 minute set. After each performance there
will be 20 minutes of networking time where you can speak directly to the
artists and their representatives. Refreshments will be served during each of
these breaks.
On Monday we will take you by executive coach to Edinburgh where you will
have most of the day to explore and take in the huge variety offered by the
Edinburgh International Festivals and Fringe. In the evening we will all meet up
at the historic Queens Hall venue for another showcase concert. This concert
will be open to the public so will not have the same format as the Perth
concerts. Instead there will be a private networking opportunity at the end of the
concert. After this we will return to the hotel in Perth by coach.
Tuesday and Wednesday will follow similar itineraries in and around Perth. We
plan to visit some of the most ancient sites in Scotland and show you a bit of the
Scottish Highlands.
On Tuesday you will travel by coach to Glen Lyon in the Highlands, taking in
some of the best Scottish scenery on offer. We will stop for lunch on the way
before continuing to Glen Lyon Church for a showcase concert. We return to
Perth where you will have free time before an evening concert with another
three artists.
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Tuesday evening offers a chance for an optional Ghost tour around the “Auld
Toon”.
On Wednesday morning the trip will be to Scone Palace in Perth which is the
original home of the Stone of Destiny (the crowning Stone for Scottish kings)
now housed in Edinburgh Castle. The Stone was stolen by the English King
Edward 1, known as the Hammer of the Scots, in 1296, and moved to
Westminster Abbey. Having resided in Scone since around 840 AD it remained
in Westminster until 1950 when a group of Scottish students stole it, returning it
to Scotland. Caught, the students were not prosecuted, but the Stone was
returned to Westminster Abbey. The Stone was eventually returned to Scotland
in 1996 -700 years later. It now resides in Edinburgh Castle.
Immediately prior to the evening concert you will have the opportunity to enjoy
a whisky tasting session with one of our best malt whisky suppliers.
The Wednesday night concert is the last official event of The Visit but we
traditionally congregate in an appropriate hostelry for a farewell dram or three!
While Simon is away he will be setting up meetings for when he is in
Edinburgh on the Monday and Thursday afternoons, for example, with
Edinburgh Council, NZ Consul, Saltire Society and a number of groups with
similar values to our own, including a few keen Edinburgh-based individuals.
Simon will also get to meet a number of new Scottish artists as well as the
Australian National Celtic Festival team, to look at furthering our relations in
terms of sharing Scottish acts down under and providing local Dunedin Scottish
performers for their annual June festival – musicians, dancers, pretty much
anything with a Scottish / Celtic bent, with an emphasis on youth but not
exclusively so. Simon, we all look forward in hearing about your trip,
adventures and gains at our September OSHC meeting. Taisteal sábháilte.
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Combined Clans Midwinter Hogmanay held 23rd June 2018
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Combined Clans Pot luck lunch

Todd Wall addressing the Clans at The Combined Clans pot luck luncheon held
on 22nd July 2018 at the Guthrie Pavilion in Anderson’s Bay.
Caledonian Society of Otago: Midwinter Hogmanay held at the Edgar Centre
on the 15th of July 2018
Addressing the Haggis, Donna Young and Caledonian Society directors, at their
mid-winter function in the Edgar Centre. This event was well supported and
was enjoyed by all attendees.
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Scottish Humour

Favourite pics of any future/past events or feedback on any events will be
gratefully received. Please send them to Charmaine Mundy - email:
miss_pu@live.com So get snapping folks.

Otago Scottish Heritage Council Inc
C/- PO Box 5117
Dunedin 9058

rjsomerville@barristerschambers.co.nz

